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Chapter One
Plasma Cannons 101

 

“Ouch!” Lootenant (I’m not sure how to spell 

it, but this looks right) Londo screamed as he 

bent down to look at his toe, which I had just 

stepped on. He is the AstroLiner Athena’s 

biggest, strongest officer. More than big, 

he’s not even human. 

Londo is actually a Qlaxon from a scary 

planet called Qlaxonia. Normally he wouldn’t 

even notice if third grader Eudora Jenkins, 

the all-around most awesome girl on the 

Athena, stepped on his foot. But I really 

needed Londo to look away from the 

weapons console he was standing over. 
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Bridge of the Athena
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So I created a distraction. You see, I needed 

to get to the plasma cannon controls.

We live on the Athena, and my third-grade 

class was on a tour of the spaceship’s bridge. 

We had won the tour in a school-wide essay 

contest about the important traits, like 

honesty and respect, of an AstroFleet officer. 

I tried to get them to add fun as a trait, but 

Miss Allison, our teacher, said, “There is 

absolutely no way under the stars I would do 

that.” We won, so maybe she was right.

Anyway, a tour of the bridge is very rare. 

Some kids never get to see the bridge. Oh, 

the bridge is on Deck 36, where all the senior 

officers, including the captain, control the 

ship and fight space battles. Captain Jax 

hates having kids on his bridge, probably 

because he’s scared of things like the exact 

plan I had in mind since we won the contest. If 

a kid ever happened to walk onto the bridge, 

Captain Jax would yell, “Get that kid off my 

bridge!” And then Lootenant Londo would 
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take the kid’s arm and walk them off the 

bridge. I know this is true because I’ve tried. 

Many times.

And while Captain Jax looks like a big Santa 

Claus, except with curly red hair on his head 

and beard, his whole body shakes when he 

yells. It looks like his body is yelling at the same 

time as his mouth.

But still, Captain Jax just doesn’t realize 

how I absolutely need and cannot live without 

actually firing the Athena’s plasma cannons. 

Ever since we won the contest, I have been 

dreaming about it. What could possibly be 

more exciting than firing some of the most 

awesome space weapons in all of AstroFleet? 

I even told my best friend, Arnold, about it. 

But he just said, “Eudora, are you going to do 

one of your stupid plans again?”

So my cunning (no, Arnold, not stupid) plan 

was to build a hypersonic shocking device 

small enough to fit in my shoe. It would shock 

Lootenant Londo’s toes when I stepped on 
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the big Qlaxon’s foot. He would then have to 

look down and away from the console. And 

as you can see, it worked like a charm. But 

really, my inventions usually do. 

I love science, math, and engineering. 

Engineering is basically building fun things 

using math and science, so it’s perfect for 

me. And I usually build things so I can have 

more fun. One day I want to be a chief 

engineer of an AstroLiner, though I would 

settle for captain. Miss Allison already calls 

me Chief Eudora during our science classes.

Anyway, as soon as Londo bent down, 

I quickly found the computer buttons I 

needed to press. 
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As part of my plan, I had learned the 

Athena’s weapons systems. So I quickly found 

my target and pressed down on the button 

that said “Fire.”

Boom!

The Athena rattled, and all the senior 

officers, who were looking at Lootenant 

Londo cringe in pain, quickly turned to look 

at the viewport. The viewport is the screen 

at the front of the bridge that looks out 

into space. A purple stream of plasma was 

shooting from the Athena’s cannons to a 

nearby asteroid. The asteroid exploded.

“Yes!” I screamed and threw my arms in the 

air in celebration. 
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Unfortunately, Captain Jax exploded, too. 

“Eudora!” the captain—and his belly—yelled. 

“To the brig, now!”




